
  

BS 

CBS
 = 1.04 ± 0.29 

φBS
 = (-77 ± 16)o

          U(-20 ± 11)o

          U(   9 ± 10)o

Bd 

CBd = 1.04± 0.34 
Bd = (-4.4 ± 2.1)o 

second solution:
~2.5%

levels @
95% CL

B factory
results

  = 0.139 ± 0.042 
 = 0.325 ± 0.021 

levels @
95% CL

  = 0.188 ± 0.036 
 = 0.373 ± 0.027 

  = 0.164 ± 0.029 
 = 0.340 ± 0.017 

NP should appear
as «correction»

to the CKM picture

|Vcb/Vub|

K 

ms/md

md

To be compared 
with

To be compared 
with

 α  γ

 the global fit: 

M. Bona et al. JHEP 0507:028,2005 hep-ph/0501199
M. Bona, M. Ciuchini, E. Franco,
V. Lubicz, G. Martinelli, F. Parodi,
M. Pierini, P. Roudeau, C. Schiavi,
L. Silvestrini, V. Sordini, A. Stocchi,
V. Vagnoni

M. Bona et al. JHEP 0603:080,2006 hep-ph/0509219

M. Bona et al. JHEP 0610:081,2006 hep-ph/0606167

M. Bona et al. Phys.Rev.Lett.97:151803,2006 hep-ph/0605213 

M. Bona et al. hep-ph/0701204 to appear in PRD 

http://www.utfit.org

 NP-independent constraints
using Tree-level processes
assumed to be NP free:

 Vub/Vcb from
                semileptonic decays

 γ from tree level processes

*the effect of the D0-D0 mixing
is negligible w.r.t. the actual error
and it will be possible to take it
into account [hep-ph/9807364,
hep-ph/9807320, hep-ph/9912242].

ρ = ± 0.00 ± 0.15

η = ± 0.41 ± 0.04 reference starting point
 for NP model building

To be compared 
with

To be compared 
with

using only J/ K0

and including the
theory error
[hep-ph/0507290]

 sin2: 

  extraction 

 = [81,110]o

     U [161,171]o

 @ 95% prob. 

S = 0.000  0.012 

isospin
analysis

and P < 2.5
 isospin analysis

 < 2 o   |P| > 30
BR(Bs  K+K-)  |P| ~ 1 
SU(3) breaking > 3000% 
  ms/md ~ 10 
  SU(2) breaking > 300%
           (Gronau-London??)



()0 case:
 any dependence on

    hadronic matrix
    elements is gone

 the value of is
    obtained directly
    from data
A = A(+ -)+A( -+)+2A(00)
    = (T+- +T -+ + 2T00) e2i  R = A/A = e2i

no parameterization involved SM = (94  8)o 


case

 totalexclusive

inclusive

Vub indirect
 determination

(3.48 ± 0.20) 10-3 

Varying Vub to extract
the SM prediction of ms:
       ICHEP06 values

updated value

ms = (18.7 ± 2.3) ps-1

same game can be 
played with the

BR(B  )

 Vub Exclusive

 (3.50 ± 0.40) 10-3

Vub Inclusive 
(4.49 ± 0.33) 10-3 

 tension 

 in the fit:
  md, ms,
  Vub, Vcb

mS: same as usual

  ACH: as above
 S/S: only from CDF

 flavour-specific BS lifetime: only from CDF

 TD(BS  J/): time-dependent 3-dimensional
          angular analysis from D0 who provided
          simultaneous bound on  S,  and 

 in Bd  system:

ASL: sensitive to NP effect on both
             size and phase of B mixing 

  ACH: admixture of Bd and Bs

         dependent on  and and on NP effects

 CBd  Bd 

 in Bs system:

 new-physics specific constraints 

ACH from D0

 in S/S formula also CPen and Pen 
 to include F = 1 NP contributions

 CBd  Bd 
 CBs  Bs 

 CBd  Bd 
 CBs  Bs 

 CBs 

 CBs  Bs 

 CBs  Bs 

  = 0.169 ± 0.051 
 = 0.391 ± 0.035 

NP in Bd and K systems could be up
to 50% with respect to the SM only
if it has the same phase of the SM

NP in Bs system still less constrained,
but possibilities for contributions with
a phase different from the SM one  

   SM                          SM+NP

(Vub/Vcb)
SM                                 (Vub/Vcb)

SM

     SM                               SM  

     SM                            SM+Bd

     SM                           SM- Bd

   md                            CBdmd

   ms
SM                         CBsms

SM

     s
SM                           s

SM+Bs

     K
SM                            CK K

SM

tree level

Bd Mixing

Bs Mixing

K Mixing

 model-independent new-physics analysis 

 New physics in ΔF=2 
 amplitudes can be
 parameterized in a
 simple general form:

CBq
e2iB

d=
〈Bq

0
∣Heff

full
∣Bq

0
〉

〈Bq
0
∣Heff

SM
∣Bq

0
〉
, q=d , s

C
K
=
ℑ[〈K 0

∣Heff
full

∣K0
〉 ]

ℑ[〈K 0
∣Heff

SM
∣K0

〉 ]

cos2β

2β+γ

 reference:
 Universal Unitarity
 Triangle:
  and    extracted
indipendently
 from MFV NP

 comparable precision
 between UUT and global fit 

 remaining constraints
(K, md, and ms)
probe NP in mixing

 exploring MFV scenario
MFV = no additional flavour mixing
only mixing processes are sensitive to NP

 Λ0 = 2.4 TeV

 a = 1 (as a reference) 

 δS0
B  = δS0

K 

 2 Higgs + large tanβ:
 also bottom Yukawa coupling

δS0
B δS0

K

Λ > 5.1 TeV @ 95% Prob. 

δS0
B  ≠ δS0

K

one Higgs doublet 
or low/moderate tanβ:
 NP enters as
 additional contribution
 only to the top box
 diagram

 Λ > 5.5 TeV   @ 95% Prob.

δS0

  = 0.153 ± 0.030 
 = 0.347 ± 0.018 

 Λ0 = equivalent SM scale

indication for LHC from the flavour sector

 shift in the Inami-Lim

 LEP-like analysis in the ρ-η plane:  angle constraints in the ρ-η plane: 

sin2β


